Let (M, R, a) be a separable continuous PF*-dynamical system such that M is R-finite.
The study of von Neumann algebra of type III has been greatly developed since M. Tomita [10] obtained the so-called commutation theorem based on his deep ideas. A. Connes [1] classified factors of type III into three parts -that is, of type III 0 , of type III A (0<A<1) and of type IIIj -, and he proved that a factor of type III 0 or III A (0<A<1) is the crossed product of a von Neumann algebra of type IIb y a single automorphism. Independently, M. Takesaki [14] and H. Araki [13] found that certain class of type III factors are the crossed products of von Neumann algebras of type II l by a single automorphisms. M. Takesaki [9] , using a duality for crossed products, established a structure theorem that any factor of type III with separable predual can be written as the crossed product of a von Neumann algebra of type IIa, by a continuous action of the real numbers. A. Connes [2] verified that there exist factors of type III which are isomorphic to no discrete crossed product of a semifinite von Neumann algebra by an abelian group.
These facts tell us that discrete crossed products can hardly cover all the structures of factors of type III. Therefore, it is quite significant to study continuous crossed products systematically.
However, there appear a lot of complications in the continuous case as compared with the discrete case. For instance., it is unclear whether the primitive ideal space of crossed products equals to the induced primitive ideal space in separable continuous C*-dynamical systems, (cf: [8] )
The main reason for the difference seems to come from a lack of a suitable way to express any element in continuous crossed products as an operator valued function with certain rules.
From this point of view, it is desirable to find a proper Fourier expansion in continuous crossed products as in the discrete case.
In this paper, we shall try to offer one version for Fourier expansions as stated above. More precisely, any element in the crossed product R® a M of a R-finite von Neumann algebra M with the separable predual M* by a continuous action a of the real numbers M, can be expressed as a vector valued tempered distribution D q T n which is a weak* limit of T c , CeK(R;93) in the dual space ^(R; n)* of a generalized Schwartz space S V (R; n), where K(R; 2J) is the Tomita algebra corresponding to R® a Mo Finally, the author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor O. Takenouchi for his constant encouragement and warm hospitality while this manuscript is being prepared.
He also is greatly indebted to Professor A. Connes for his careful reading of this paper and many valuable suggestions, and to Professor H. Araki for his kind advice. §2 0 Continuous !F*-Cros §ed Products and Preliminary Lemmas
In this section, we shall define the crossed product associated with a separable continuous W*-dynamical system and prepare a couple of lemmas which will be used later. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and G be a locally compact group. Consider a mapping a of G into the group Aut(M) of all automorphisms of M. The triple (M, G 3 a) is said lo be a continuous W*-dynamical system if a is a homomorphism such that the function gfi->^°^(x) is continuous on G for every x E M and <p e M*, where M* is the predual of M. It is also called separable if M* and G are separable. Let us suppose from now on that a triple (M, G, a) is a separable continuous W* -dynamical system and G is unimodular. Comparing with the discrete case, one more assumption would be added as follows: There exists a G-invariant faithful normal state 0 on M. Namely, suppose that M is G-finite. Associated with <£, let 210, 93, A, J be the full left Hilbert algebra with the identity £ 0 , the maximal Tomita algebra in 210, the modular operator of 21^, the unitary involution of 210 respectively. Since 0 is G-invariant, there exists a strongly continuous unitary representation U of G on a Hilbert space i) such that U g r] (f) (x) = r} (f) oa g (x) for all xeM, where i\^ is the canonical imbedding of M into i). Since A commutes with U g , 23 is invariant under U g . According to M. Takesaki [9] , a locally convex topology on 23 is defined by the following system (P K ) K of seminorms:
where K is compact in the complex numbers C, and H l (resp. n r ) is the left (resp. right) representation of 23. Now consider the set K(G; 23) of all continuous functions of G into (23, P K ) with compact support. Then, it is a Tomita algebra with the algebraic operations defined by (2.2) for C, rj£K(G; 23), 0eG and zeC. In addition, the left von Neumann algebra {% t (K(G', 23)) associated with J£(G; 23) is nothing but the crossed product G® a M associated with a triple (M, G, a). Remember that this von Neumann algebra is generated by two kinds of operators IIJ(x), (x e M, g E G) as follows :
for £eL 2 (G; i)), where L 2 (G; i)) is a Hilbert space of all revalued square integrable functions on G. In order to discuss the predual of G® a M in the next section, we need two preliminary lemmas due to J. Phillips [6] .
In the present case, the left Hilbert algebra 21^, is obtained from a state, which simplifies the situation. Let 2T be the right Hilbert algebra associated with W^. Denote by ^b the closure of the set {rm b : TJG 21'}. Throughout the paper, we shall adopt the same notations denoted in this section without referring. §3o The Prediial of Continuous Crossed Products
In this section, we shall realize the predual (G^^M)^ of the con-tinuous crossed product G® a M constructed from a separable continuous W* -dynamical system (M, G, a) as a certain Banach space consisting of functions of G into M # . Using this realization, we shall show an extended form of two well-known theorems in harmonic analysis, one of which is a theorem of Gelfand-Raikov, the other is a theorem of Godement.
Given two elements 77, £ in the Tomita algebra K(G; 23) and geG, 
it is isometrically isomorphic to the Fourier space F a (G; M # ) under the tilde ~. Summing up the argument discussed above, we have the following proposition which plays a key role in this paper: for xEM.geG. Then, we specify the relation (3.16) as (p, F)eCovrep (M, G). Using two notions cited above, we shall show the following proposition which can be considered as a generalization of GelfandRaikov's theorem. Given a norm continuous a-positive definite function $, we now look for a certain condition under which $ belongs to F a (G; M*). Define (*o/T,)(flf) = *to)on I for ^eG where (^n I )(» = ^ [n^] (^eM», e93). Assume from now on that (3.27) <PoU /6 L 2 (G;n).
in the sense that <$(g)°n l is continuous on SJ with respect to Hilbert space norm for almost every g e G and hence can be viewed as an ele- Using this lemma, we have the following estimation which is a generalization in the scalar case: 
.2. Let (M, R, a) be a separable continuous W*-dynamical system such that M is R-finite. Let <P be a linear combination of norm continuous ^.-positive definite functions 3> t such that <P f°J T;eS(R;n). Then there exist a positive constant C and a finite set

where Ji(f*)=( fl(f)X(f)dt and (A(i)f) (s) =/(s -f) for /eL 2 (R). Actually, JR for any geK(R) and
= fl(s)g(t-s)ds
Thus, it follows from ||77,(£)||£1 that which implies (4.8). Using (4.7) and (4.8), one has that where n C k = nl/kl (n -k)l. Notice that 23 ^ is l/ t -invariant. Now let Q?(R; 23J be the set of all infinite differentiable (93^, P x )-valued functions on R with compact support. In order to construct an appropriate algebra sitting in CJ(R; 93 ") which is invariant under J and ^-operations, we shall introduce an operation L on Q?(R; 33^) by the following equation :
for all fjeCS>(R;33J and seR. Since Q.E.D.
Remark. Let $eS a (R; M*). Then, #o77, exists and is in S(R; i)). In fact, taking a sequence ($")" of D a (R; M # ) whose limit point is <P with respect to || • || pjg -norms, we see that there exists an 7feS(R; rj) which is a limit point of ^n°U ? in S(R; n). Therefore, for every $eS a (R; M#) and f eR. Note that the above pair (p, g)^0 is independent of the choice of /, and the constant C is dependent upon supp/. Let us now take W a bounded open set in R containing zero OeR. By the parametrix formula in the scalar case, to the above q, there correspond a positive integer r, an element gEC co (W) 9 and an element heC q (W) such that Remark. One may find a prototype of the above theorem in G. Loupias and S. Miracle-Sole's paper [5] , which tells us that any operator of the Schrodinger representation can be considered as a tempered distribution on the phase space of a system with n degrees of freedom.
Remark. Let us remember the definition of n a (x), A(f) (x E M, t E R) which are generators of R® a M. Then, one easily computes that II 0 (*o7I l ) for every ^e» and <£>eS a (R; 
